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ABSTRACT

The mean Dow characteristics over an all-body lifting aeroplane are investigated in

the speed range of 30 km/hr to 40 km/hr. The aim is to study the nature of boundary

layer and boundary layer separation and wakc formation. A model with NACA 2412

aerofoil in both the fuselage and the wings is made with a hetter aerodynamics shape

following the design of MIG-29 tighter planc. From thc invcstigations carricd out at

an angle of attack 6f 4°, iLis found that in the case of 30 km/hr speed over the wing,

separation starts at nearly 25% of chord length and continues till 60% of the chord

length while for 40 km/hr speed over the wing, it starts at the same point but the zone

of separation .shrinks to celiain extent and the boundary layer reattaches at 50% of the

chord length. In case of the fuselage both the starting point of separation and the

reattachment point shift backward while the span of separation zone remains almost

the same, for both the specds. It is found that thc lcngth of separation zone reduces at

the curved section of the wing as compared to that at the center of tll.1.: wing, for both

spccds. Vclocity protiles on the lower surfaces of both ,the fuselagc and thc wings arc

measured along with the Dow angles .and no separation was fouod on any of the lower

surface. However, near the trailing edge of both the fuselage and the wing. there arc

evidences of wake formation. The vector diagrams present a complete picture of the

tlow filed.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Preamble

Wide body transpolt aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicle (UA V), increased lift along with low

drag has always been the major thrust in designing of aircrafts. Early research works to develop

the most efficient aerofoil section that would produce the 'maximum lift corresponding to

relatively small drag, dates back to the beginning of 20lh century. For different airfoil profile:;.

coefficient of lift (CL) and that of drag (CD) have been measured or calculated. In conventional

airplanes, aerofoil sections are used as the wings, which ultimately produces more than 90

percent lift while in some cases the total 100 percent. In these airplanes. fuselage has lillie or no

comribution in production of lift while adding a substantial portion of total drag. To obtain a

good overall lift to drag ratio, the total drag produced by'each exposed parts of the airplane needs

to be minimum and hence, designing of an airplane should include reduction of the drag forces

on exposed parts. In addition to minimizing drag forces, an enhanced lift produced by ensuring

some lift from each of the exposed parts can be an intelligent way of maximizing the overall lin

to drag ratio.

So in order to maximize the efficiency of an aircraft, the basic design premises should be such

that all elem~nts/components of the aircraft must contribute.to the aircraft lift. .In pursuit of this

goal and to solve the present challenges and future goals of the. air transportation system of

increased efficiency, passenger safety and productivity combined with greater personal mobility

and expanded transportation capability, the scientific community is now turning there allention

to the lifting-body aircraft The lifting-body aircraft design principle allows the designer both

;;afc and fuel-efficient aircraft for an cfticicnt utilization of the air transportation system for the

movement of people and goods. This design would also provide increased payload and a

dramatically improved short take-off and landing (STOL) capability, over conventionally

designed [1-5] aircraft. In conventional designs, the aircraft fuselages are generally circular and

the wings have aerofoil sections. Despite the advantage of less'drag in a circular fuselage, it has

limitatio~s that it produces no lift. The fuselage of the aircraft, when the conventional circular



!

section is replaced by an aerofoiled section, is expected to increase overall lift 10 drag ratio by'

producing an additional' lift on the fuselage surfaces. The airplane with aerofoiled section

fuselage is termed as all body liftiJig aircraft.

1.2, Background of the Work on Aerofoiled Fuselage

In early 20th century a famous professional airc'raft designer. Vincent Justus Burnclii [6]. .
developed the concept of all body lifting aircraft where he used fuselages of aero foil cross

section. But this fuselage aerofoil section had to be sufficiently thick such that man could ride on. .
it. So .the scientific community had raised a number of technical concerns related to the large

fuselage and its impact on aerodynanlics. Amongst these primary concerns was the negative

aerodynamic drag effects atlributed to the lifting-body fuselage due the increased fuselage frontal

area and the fuselage wing interference. Figure 1.1 shows the Burnelli's designed first aerofoiled

section fuselage bi-plane [6]. The bi-plane was very large, capable of carrying 26 passengers.

Figure 1.2 shows Brunelli's another lifting fuselage aircraft designed in 1927.

Figure 1.1: Burnelli's all body lifting fuselage bi-plane, RB-l, designed in 1921.

2



Figure 1,2: Burneeli's CB-16 airplane in /light with landing gear retracted.

An analysis of the concept performed by Wertenson [7, 8] in 1931 showed that the Burnelli's

design concept resulted in less frontal area than a conventional twin-engine transport airplane

and that the negative fuselage wing interference is more than compensated by the increased lift

of the fuselage. But Burnelli himself did not study the flow characteristics of his invemed

airplane Subsequent analysis performed at that time by some researchers [9-12] also support~d
the findings of Wertenson,

Now-a-days Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are being extensively used in various applications wi.th a

view, mainly, to reducing risk to human life. Besides, the idea of lowering the operational costs

have always been one of the major justifications for using UAVs. As some of the UAV for area

reconnaissance or similar purposes have to operate at low speeds, the present investigation is

carried out in the speed range of 30 km/hr to 40 km/hr. Besides, the design present in the nature
,

can be followed and the practical aspects of streamline form be studied from the bodies of fishes

and birds, the profiles of which have gradually met the requirements of least resistance for

r;lotion through a fluid, water or air, as the case may be [16], In this context the gliding bird's

body shape could be a good natural example for a UAV design and for most of the gliding birds

like Harris' hawk (Parabuteo unicinctus) have aerofoil body shape rather than conventiona:

cylindrical shape [I7J. Picture 1.3 shows the body shape of a Harris' hawk during flying

cDndition and an UAV.designed following the body shape of the bird.

3



Figure 1.3: All body lifting shape of a Harris' hawk (Parabuteo unicinctus)

V. A. Tuckerm.[17] made an extensive research on the lift drag characteristics on wings creating

the similar conditions of birds' wings. He found that a wing that produces lift leaves a pairof

vortex sheets in its wake which generates the induced drags. The feathers at the wing tips of most

birds that soar over land separate both horiwntally and vertically in flight to form slotted tips i.e.

the winglets and the wing theory shows that winglets can reduce the kinetic energy left in the

vortex sheets, and hence the induced -drag, by spreading v01ticity both horizontally and

vertically. He also found that the total drag of the wing with the feathered tip was 12% less than

that of a hypothetical wing with the same lift and span, but with tip feathers that did not respond

to upwash at the end of the base wing. This value is consistent with wing theory predictions on

drag reduction from winglets and the Wings with the tip and the base wing locked together had

lift and drag that increased with increasing base wing angle of attack, as expected for

conventional wings without winglets. [18, 19,20,21,22,23,24].

Issac W. Newton [62] measured the separation point over NACA 2412 at varying angles -of

attack (AOA) and two Reynold's no. with varying test s'ection width. He used surface oil patterns

to distinguish and reveal the 3D aspect of separation at two AOAs at identical Reynold's no. He

found that separation point moves forward with an increase in AOA. Increase'in Reynold's no

causes the separation location to move. He also concluded that separation points of an airfoil are
ul1lque.
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A. Schmid and C. Breitsamter [63] measurcd turbulent flow-field above the wing of a delta-

canard-configuration at moderate (a = IS") and high (a = 24") angle of attack at aRe-number

of 0.97.106 in a wind tunnel by hotwire anemometry. Leading edge flap settings of 111.,. = 0" and

111.,. = -20" were used. He found that at moderate angle of attack and deflected leading edge flap

a strong vortex originates from the side edge of the non-deflected inboard wing leading edge

part. This inboard wing vOltexis located close to the fuselage. It is a dominant flow feature and

forms the center of the vortical flow separating from the wing surface. The separation line is

clearly different from the leading edge flap hinge line. At high angle of attack the flow separates

at the leading edge for both the non-deflected and deflected leading edge ease. The resulting

leading edge vortex is subject to breakdown dose to the apex. In case of the deflected leading

edge, the, interaction of inboard wing vortex and leading edge vortex remits in decreased

downstream expansion of the burst vortex, also reducing turbulence intensity levels.

Eastman N. Jacobs and Albert Sherman [25] tests of wing-fuselage combinations employing an

.aero foil-type fuselage were made in the variable-density wind tunnel as a part of the wing-

fuselage interference program and the test results showed that the aerofoil-type-fuselage

combination should be well faired in such a way as to eliminate the discontinuity at the ends of

the fuselage. The results show that the fuselage part of the lifting surface, comprising 33 percent

of the total lifting area (exposed wing area plus fuselage area) contributes 26 percent of the total
lift.

Kroo [26] from Stanford University, USA recently done some research work aiming to increase

the commercial aircraft efticiency. His findings shows that the vortex drag of commercial aircraft

.aceoums for a large fraction of airplane cruise drag (typically about 40%) and therefore concepts

that result in reduction of vortex drag may have a significant effect on fuel consumption. Vortex

drag is even more significant at low speeds where vortex drag typically accounts for 80%-90%

of the aircraft's climb drag at critical take-off conditions [26]. Although take-off constitutes a

very small portion of the tlight, but its intluence on the overall aircraft design is profound. Since

conditions associated with engine-out climb shortly after take-off are often critical constraints in

the aircraft design, changes in aircraft performance at these conditions intluenee the overall

5



design and so have an indirect, but powerful, effect on the aircraft cruise performance. While a

I% reduction in drag due to lift might improve the cruise lift-to~drag ratio by 0.4% with a similar

effect on range, the improved low speed climb performance may make it possible to achieve

acceptable take-off and climb with almost I% greater take-off wcight, leading to an increase in

range several times that associated with the simple cruise UD' improvement [26, 27J.

Furthermore, lower drag at high lift conditions leads to reduced noise. He also noted that the

induced drag may be easily reduced by increasing the span of a planar wing. A 10% increase in

wing span leads to a 17% reduction in vortex drag at fixed speed and lift [26]. But the primary

reason that wing spans are not increased to reduce drag is that the higher structural weight and

cost make such efforts counterproductive. To produce a large change in the VOJ1exdrag without a

large increase in wetted area, his low aspect ratio endplates werc replaced with higher aspect

ratio winglets.

Nay, Harvey O. [64] at California Institute of Technology, USA performed conducted Low-

speed tests to determine boundary layer and surface pressure distribution characteristics of a

systematic family of swept back wings, with a view to making a bettcr understanding of ,he

viscous flow phenomena on swept back wings, particularly in relation to the stall with the help of

test results. He determined a general picture of the boundary laycr flow and surface pressure

distribution at high lift conditions, showing the effects of variations in wing plan form. Sevcrill

existing concepts were verified and an attempt was made to define the limits of applicability of

these concepts. He found a localized separation of the flow perpendicular to thc leading edge of

the wing, which he refcrred to as the "normal now", thill 'occur ill lift coefticients somewhat

bclow thc stall on the wings with apprcciilble swcepback. The separation took the form of a

vortex streak running aft and outboard from an origin ncar 'thc'lcading cdge, and it greatly'

affected thc boundary layer structure and thc surfacc prcssurc distribution. Hc also found thal

generalization of surface pressure distribution on thc basis of the local lift cocfficient and

dynamic pr~ssure for the normal flow holds fairly well for the v;lrious swcepb,lck angles. In

addition, hc dctcrmined the dcvelopment of stall for the various planforms in tcrms of boundary

layer thickness and flow direction ncar the surface of the wing. He concluded that generalization

of the shape of the profiles of the normal boundary layer flow component in terms of a single

family of shapes for all sweep-back angles, as suggested by other researchers, was possible. '

6



Hah], Robert W. (Falls Church, VA) [61J studied a lifting-fuselage/wing aircraft having low drag

at a selected cruise condition; The aircraft inc'luded ,(a) a lifting fuselage having a cross-section

constituting an airfoil in a majority of vertical planes taken parallel to the flight direction and an

aspect ratio of 0.33 to 1.10; (b) wings fixed to the fuselage having an aspect ratio of at least 5.0;

(c) a mechanism controlling aircraft attitude; and (d) a mechanism propelling the aircraft;

wherein the wings and fuselage produce lift in varying proportions depending upon flight

conditions as follows: (i) the aircraft had a cruise design point in which the fuselage lift

coefficient was 0.08 or less, and (ii) the fuselage lift coefficient was ill least 0.50 at an angle of

attack of IDa, in level flight at sea level (ISA) with all movable lift enhancing devices retracted.
Figure ].4 shows the model investigated by Hah!'

.~-:''''''-

......

~:.. - .. '

", -"-

", -'-"---"

Figure 1.4: Modcl invcstigatcd by Hahl

Hahl calculated the fuselage lift coefficient (ClF) of his invention by measuring total fuselage lift

(with flaps and the like retracted and attributing can'yover lift to the fuselage) at a' given

calibrated airspeed and standard altitude, and applying the general formula using (Sr) as thc

reference area. The wing lift coefficient (ClV) of his model was calculated by measuring total

wing lift (again with flaps not deployed and attributing carryover lift to the fuselage only), and

applying the general formula using (Sw) as the reference area. The 'quantity (C
lV
) is therefore

different from the more common definition of lift coefficient, which is based upon a wing

reference area including part of the fuselage between the wings,

7



At the design cruise condition. Hahl found that CLIV ICU' is greater than 4 and generally belween

8 and 1000. prcferably 10 to 100.At minimum calibratcd airspeed in level night at sea level ISA.

~LW ICI.F is generally 0 to 4.0. preferably' 0.5 to 3.0. Hahl concluded that variations of his

invention are possible in light of the above findings.

" .

..... ,... - ,.;
• t" i.
, ." . ~,....•._ •....-'-.~'--'":'-

'.'
.- .",'
, ~T..• , .•••••• , ., /

-"'''''.~.-:.-,~"::>~iit'i;';",'.it;;;':"::~:~'":.;...

To increase the maneuvering capability of the modern fighter plane it's also utilized the all body

lifting fuselage concept. For example from Bill Gun'ston's excellent encyclopedia (page 224). the

modern fighter jet MiG-29 has high maneuvering capability as it's design specifics are defined

for 40% aero(lynamic lifl from the central structure component comprising fuselage and inner

wing between fins. This type of fighter plane is called Blended Wing Body (BWB) aircraft. For a

beller understanding of the BWB shape visually and practically a recent visit to Bangladesh Air

Force (BAF) has been arranged by Mechanical Deparimelll. BUET under the guidance of

Professor Dr. M. A Taher Ali. The BAF engineers. pilots and the officers extensively describe

differeiJl parts. body shape and their aerodynamic function by dismantling a BAF owned MIG-29

fighter plane. The visit helps this research works to understand the practical advantage of lining

body fuselage. Picture 1.5 is showing the Blended Wing Body (BWB) outer shape of a MIG.29

Figure 1.5: Photograph of a MIG-29 showing lifting body fuselage
(Source: htlp:llcommons.wikimedia.org/wikilFile:06061 O-SKP-MIG-29-0 I-I 280x.jpg)
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1.3. Overview of the present worl,

For any design. the aerodynamic performance of an aircraft is totally dependent on the tlow

characteristics over the airplane. Hence. this investigation is carried out with a view to seeing

the nature of boundary layer and its effects on lift and drag. and understanding the effect

of interference on the nature of boundary layer and wake formation.

l'al1icular objectives of this research include:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

To find the direction of flow Over the aerofoil fuselage and the wings and hence
obtain the velocity profile over the top and bottom surfaces of both fuselages in
the longitudinal direction at different angles of attack.

- To investigate the characteristics onhe overall lift to drag ratio of aerofoil cross-
section fuselages in the speed range of 50-100 km/hr at different angles of attack
and compare them with those of conventional fuselages with the help of available
data.

To compare the results of lift and drag forces obtained from both of the above
measurement methods and to determine the difference between them.

To calculate the take off and landing speeds hence determining tlight safety.

In this research work, the direction of flow over the aerofoil fuselage and the wings is measured

alid hence the velocity profiles over the top and bottom surfaces of both the wing and the

fuselage in the longitudinal direction is found out and drawn for an angle of attack of 4".

At the very beginning of this work, the previous model of Mainuddin [ 1 isextensivcly modified

with a view to obtaining a more efficient aerodynamic shape. While making this modification,

ti-e :iesign of MIG-29 fighter plane is taken as a guide.

In this experimental study, yawmeter is used to find the velocity profiles and direction of flow

over the surfaces and hence study any formation of wakes. Effects of formation of wakes on

the perl1lrmance is later investigated and anlaysed. The result of this investigation provides

with infofr,',Nion about the flow characteristics around the aeroplane and it is expected that this

wi'l help ;n designing the all body lifting aircraft in future.
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Chapter 2
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

.Aerodynamics is nothing more than the study and application of those natural laws that influence

flight. Some of these laws are well defined and well understood, whereas others are obscure and

their presence is just beginning to be suspected ..Airplane design progress is directly dcpcndcl1l

on ou:' "dvances in understanding the aerodynamics laws. SO~le of the theoretical consideration

and t'.1('cerodynamics laws are discussed below.

As an object moves through a fluid, or as a fluid moves past an object, the molecules of the fluid

near the object are disturbed and move around the object. Aerodynamic forces are generated

bc~,veen the tluid and the object. The magnitude of these forces depend on the shape of the

object, the speed of the object, the mass of the tluid going by the object and on two other

important properties of the fluid; the viscosity, or stickiness, and the compressibility, or

springiness, of the fluid. To properly model these effects, aerospace engineers usc similarity

parameters which are ratios of these effects to other forces present in tht: problem. If two

experiments have the same values for the similarity parameters, then the rdative importance of

the forces are being correctly modeled.

Aerodynamic forces depend in a complex way on the viscosity of the tl\Jid ..As the fluid moves

past lhe object, the molecules right next to the surface stick to the surface. The molecules jusl

above the surface are slowed down in their collisions with the molecules sticking to the surface.

These molecules in turn slow down the tlow just above them. The farther one movt:s away from

the surface, the fewer the collisions affected by the object surface. This creates a thin layer of

tluid near the surface in which the velocity changes from zero at the surface to the free stream

vF.lue ',way from the surface. Engineers call this layer the boundary layer because it occurs on

the b0'll1dary of the tluid.
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To be successful an aircraft must be capable of doing the job it is designed for, economically and

easily. In addition to fulfilling other requirements concerning structural adequacy,. safety

systems, stability, take off and landing, the air craft must have an adequate system for producing

lift or sustention. An aircraft deficient in respect to anyone of the key requirements cannot be.

considered satisfactory, regardless of how well it meets all the others. It is difficult in one design

to meet perfectly all of the above requirements for a successful airplane. The designer must be

satisfied with excellence in as many as characteristics as possible and adequate in the remainder.

The designer must exercise his best judgment in deciding what requirements may be considered

of secondary impOltance without jeopardizing the airplane utility.

The details of the flow within the boundary layer are very important for many problems in

aerodynamics, including wing stall, the skin friction drag on an object: and the heat transfer that

occurs in high speed flight. Irrespective of shape, structural features. powerplant efficiency;

safety and utility systems, any other design criteria, the aerodynamic performance of an aircraft

is ultimately dependent .on the flow characteristics over the airplane. Understanding of flow

characteristics on the airplane requires investigation of the nature of boundary layer and its

effects on lift and drag, and understanding the effect of interference on the nature of

boundary layer and wake formation. Since, flow separation is an unavoidable phenomenal: in

case of real fluid flows, an efficient design of an aircraft also necessitates thorough

understanding of boundary layer separation in the design regime of flow.
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2.1 Boundary Layer

A boundary layer is a thin region of fluid near a wall where viscous effects are important in

'determining the flow field. The boundary layer is a buffer region between the wall below and the

inviscid free-stream above. The layer of air extending from the surface of the object to the point

where no dragging effect is discernible is known as the boundary layer ..Mathematically, its main. I
purpose is to allow an inviscid flow solution to satisfy the no-slip condition at the wall.

y

u
u

Outside Boundary
Layer

nVlscid
Inside Boundary
Layer

Viscous
W///////- W//////h Wh~hWh

x

j

Figm'c 2.1: Boundary layer formation

Figure 2.1 shows the growth of boundary layer. Conventionally, the X.axis is parallel to the wall,

while the Y-axis is perpendicular to the wall and cuts right through the boundary layer..At any.

given x-coordinate, we can draw the velocity distribution as a function of y. This is the most

common way to illustrate a boundary layer. Figure 2.1 also shows velocity cross sections of two

points in the boundary layer. The first is the cross section for a laminar boundary laycr; the

second one is after the ttansition and represents a turbulent boundary layer. It should be noted

that, ina boundary layer, the velocity is always zero at the wall, and asymptotically approaches

the free-steam velocity (denoted by U~) at infinity. The boundary layer typically grows in

thickness in the stream-wise direction. Turbulent boundary layers grow faster than laminar ones.

The nature of the boundary layer is a controlling factor in the determination of skin-friction drag.

More important than this, the nature of the boundary layer determines maximum lift coeffiCIent,
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stalling characteristics of a wing and, magnitude of the friction and pressure drag and to some

extent the high speed characteristics of any object.

2.2 Lsminar and Turbulent Boundary Layers:

There are two different types of real fluid flow: laminar and turbulent. In lamInar flow the fluid

moves in layers called laminas. In turbulent flow, secondary random motions are superimposed

on the principal flow.
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Figure- 2.2: Laminar and Turbulent Boundary Layer
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The laminas may be considered the adjacent stream tubes .and then the streamlines indicate the
\

direction ,)f movement of these-fluid layers. The upper one of firgure 2.2 (a) shows a laminar

flow, the uniform rectilinear flo~, consisting of air moving in straight-line layers (laminas) fraIT.

left to right. The laminas may be considered the adjacent streamlubes and then the streamlines

indicate the direction of movement of these fluid layers. Laminar flow need not be in a straight

line: Figure 2.2 (b) shows a laminar flow, over a small segment of curved portion of an aerafoi!.

In turbulent flow, secondary random motions are superimposed on the principal tlow. Figure

2.2(d) shows a disorganized number of streamlines. TheYilre evidently not tluid layers and there

is an exchange of fluid from one adjacent sector to another. More importantly, there is an

exchange of momentum such that slow moving tluid particles speed up and fast mo~ing particles

give up their momentum to the slower moving particles and slow down themselves. Consider

figure 2.2(e) which shows the smoke rising from a cigarette. For Some distance the smoke rises

in smooth filaments which may wave around but do not lose their identity; this tlow is laminar.

The tifaments (or streamtubes) suddenly break up into a confused eddying motion some distance

above the cigarette; this tlow is turbulent. The transition between laminar and turbulent flow

moves closer to the cigarette when the air in the room is disturbed.

An example of a common occurrence of laminar and turbulent flow is the water faucet. Opened

slightly, at low speeds the water flows out in a clear column - laminar flow. But open the faucet

fully and the flow speeds out in a cloudy turbulent column. In a mountain braok the water may

slide over smooth racks in laminas. In the Colorado River the flpw churns downstream in the

confused turbulent rapids. Itwill be seen that the flow over airfoil surfaces may assume both a

laminar and turbulent characteristic depending upon a number of factors.

In some cases, turbulent flow will appear "naturally" in a laminar flow as in the smoke rising in

the air. In other cases, by causing a disturbance, a laminar flow can he changed to a turhulent

flow. The question arises as to how one can tell whether a tlow is to be laminar or turbulent. In

1883, Osborne Reynolds introduced a dimensionless parameter which gave a quantitative

indication of the laminar to turbulent tratlsition.
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Figure- 2.3: Laminar and Turbulent Bou~dary Layer

Figure-2.3 shows the stream-wise velocity variation from free stream to the surface. In reality.

the effects are three dimensional. From the conservation of mass in three dimensions. a change in

velocity in the stream-wise direction causes a change in velocity in the other directions as well.

There is a small component of velocity perpendicular to the surface which displaces or moves

the flow above it. One can define the thickness of the boundary layer to be the amount of this

displacement. The displacement thickness depends on the Reynolds number which is the ratio of

inertial (resistant to change or motion) forces to viscous (heavy and gluey) forces and is given by

the equation: Reynolds number (Re) equals velocity (V) times density (p) times a characteristic

length (I) divided by the viscosity coefficient (11).

Re = Inertria Forces I Viscous Forces = pVIl1l

L1minar (layered). or turbulent (disordered), the nature of boundary layers depend on the value.

of the Reynolds number. For lower Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer is laminar and the

streamwi~e velocity changes uniformly as one moves away from the wall, as shown on the left

side of the figure. For higher Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer is turbulent and the

streamwise velocity is characterized by unsteady (changing with time) swirling (lows inside the

boundary layer. The external flow reacts to the edge of the boundary layer just as it would to the

physical surface of an object. So the boundary layer gives any object an "effective" shape which

is usually slightly different from the physical shape. To make things more confusing, the
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boundary layer may lift off or :'separate" from the body and create an effective shape much

different from the physical shape. This happens because the flow in the boundary has very low

energy (relative to the free stream) and is more easily driven by changes in pressure. Flow

separation is the reason for wing stall at high angle of attack. The effects of the boundary layer

on lift are contained in the lift coefficient and the effects on drag are contained in the drag

coefficient.

2.3. Boundary Layer Parameters:

Three mai'n' parameters (described below) that are used to' ~haracterize the size and shape of a'

boundary layer are the boundary layer thickness, the displacement thickness. and the momentum

thickness. Ratios of these thicknesses describe the shape of the boundary layer. There are other

such thicknesses, but they are not ascbmmon.

Boundary Layer Thickness

~I
.-----Trs

Figure 2.4: Boundary Layer Thickness

The bOll1ldtll:v layer thickness, signified by J, shown in figure- 2.4, is simply the thickness' of the

viscous boundary layer region. Because the main effect of viscosity is to slow the fluid near a

wall, the edge of the viscous region is found at the point where the fluid velocity is essentially

equal to the free-stream velocity.
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In a boundary layer, the fluid asymptotically approaches the free-stream velocity as onc'moves

away li'om the wall, so it never actually equals the free-stream velocity. Conventionally (and

'.' arbitrnrily), we define the edge of the boundary layer to be the point at which the fluid velocity
equals 99% of the free-stream velocity:

.Because the boundary layer thickness is dcfincd in tcrms of thc vclocity distribution, it is
sometimes called the velocity thickness or the velocity boundary layer thickness. Figure 2.4
illustrates the boundary layer thickness.

There are no general cquations for boundary layer thickness. Specific equations exist for Cel1ain

types of boundary layer. For a Blasius (flat-plate, incompi'essible, laminar) boundary layer, the
boundary layer thickness is given by

where ,,,is the distance from the leading edge of the plate (Emanuel, 230).

Displacement Thickness

The di.\placement thickness, symbolized by fl'", shown in Figure- 2.5, is the distance a streamlinc

just outside the boundary layer is displaced away from the wall compared to the inviscid

solution. Another way to describe it is the distance the wall would have to be displaced to yield

the same solution for flow outside the boundary layer as theboundary layer equations yield.
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Figure 2.5: Displacement Thickness

Still another way to describe displacement thickness is in figure 2.5. The displacement thickness

is the distance that, when multiplied by the free-stream velociiy, equals the integral of velocity

defect. (U • II), across the boundary layer. That is,

UrI" == 1""((,' --.II) d!J

"
Solving for d-.

(I)

The displacement thickness is important in iterative boundary layer solutions_ After employing

the boundary layer equations to cali::ulate the displacement thickness along the. wall, a virtual

wall is .created by displacing the wall outward by the disp1acl'ment thickneSs. A new inviscid

solution is computed using this virtual wall. Thisyields slightly different free-stream conditions

j than the iliitial calculation. The boundary layer solutinn is then recalculated, using the new free-

stream conditions, for the real wall. The process is repeated until the displacement thickncss

stops moving with each iteration.
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Momentum Thickness

The IIIOlllentulIl thickness, symbolized by IJ, is the distance that, when multiplied by the square

of the free-stream velocity, equals'the integral of the momentum defect, pll(D _ Il), across the'

boundary layer. That is,

p[/'e = ,j"" (lu(U - 'Il) elIJ

"
Solving for {},

0= [~. D (1- D) "11 (2)

The momentum thickness is somewhat harder to visualize than the di'splacement thickness. One
can visualize it using Figure 2.5, except that specific momentum flux distribution 1l(yy2 replaces
the velocity distribution Il(Y).

The momentum thickness is useful in determining the skin friction drag on a surface. The total
skin friction drag per unit depth on the surface is given simply by p,/O, evaluated at the trailing
edge,
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2.4. Boundary Layer Equations

The boundary laye'r equations represent a significant simplification Over the full Navier-Stokes

equations in a boundary layer region, The simplification is done by an order-of-magnitude ,

analysis; that is, determining which terms in the equations are very small relative to the other
terms.

For simplicity, we will determine the boundary layer equations for steady, incompressible (M «
I), uniform flow Over a flat plate. The equations for flow over curved surfaces, and for

nonunifo;'m flow, differ only slightly, in that they need to account for changes in U along thc

wall surface. Curved surfaces also require a transformation to surface coordinates. The equation~

for compressible boundary layers are somewhat more 'complex than the incompressible
equations; we will not consider them here.

Assumptions

The boundary layer equations require several assumptions about the tlow in the, boundary layer.

I. All of the viscous effects of the tlowfield are confined to the boundary layer, adjacent to

the wall. Outside of the boundary layer, viscous effects are not imp0l1ant, so that flow

can be determined by inviscid solutions such as potential flow or Euler equations.

2. The viscous layer is thin compared to the length of the wall. If f is a chaJ:acteristic length

of the the wall, then oiL « 1.Also, x = O(L) and y = 0(0). This assumption is obviously

not valid near the leading edge of the wall; other methods (such as stagnation flow) are

used to determine the upstream boundary condition.

3. The boundary conditions of the boundary layer region are the no-slip condition ,at the

wall, and the free-stream condi"tion at infinity:

- It(;/:, 0) = IJ

Il(":, (0) = U

4. In the boundary layer, II = O(D).
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Order.of.Magnitude Analysis

For this problem, we consider a two-dimensional, semi-infinite flat plate with its leading edge at

the' origin, The plate coincides with the positive '''-axis, The inviscid flow field is steady"

uniform, parallel to the nat plate, with a velocity o(Uoo, a density of poo, and a dynamic viscosity
of 1100'

The continuity and momentum conservation equations for incompressible, two-dimensional flow
are:

011 ih, 'J-+-=tih; Oil (3)

(
(Ju 0")

I'll iJ:J; -;. II I)II ,=
(4)

( Dv DV)
I' '''-",- + 71-;-,)(1:1; ( II

O}l, (iFl' , i)2,,)=-- ..../1 --"'_
011' ii:r"' iJII" (5)

To make the order-of-magnitude analysis more straightforward, we shall nondimensionalize the

equations. Define nondimensional variables, denoted by an 'asterisk ("., I", etc,), by the
following:

"tl =-
Uooo

• II
" =-

[Joc,

• ;'I~
;1':' =-

L

f.I
fl," =-

II,::>.:.

Re'= fJ."X.lj~~.L
JI~,
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These definitions, substituted into Equations 3-4, yield the nondimensional continuity and
momentum equations:

iill' ilit' uJ!" 1 (O~ll' iJ'II.')/1'-- +v"'-- = + _ __ + _.__
Ox' Oil' {h' He Ih" Oy'"

OIJ' 01.1' 01.1' 1 (IP."" (PI")Il--- +'11"-- = __ + _ __ + __
Ox' iJ1I' (h( nc i);l.";! iJ.rr"

(6)

(7)

(8)

In addition, we define a nondimensional boundary layer thickness I>" = ,5/L (not to be confused

with the displacement thickness; as this analysis does not use the displacement thickness). By
Assumption 2 above, 0'« 1 .

Based On Assumption 4, II = O(U) = 0(1) . And based On Assumption 2, x' = O(x/L)= 0(1) and

y' = O(y/L) = 0 (0';. From the continuity equation, Equation 6,

O(l) v.
O(l) + 0(.),) = 0

which means that v' = 0 (0';. This in turn means that they-component of velocity is small in the
boundary layer.

From the ;I:-momentum equation, Equation 8,

01]) O(l) -;' ...._l_(O:lj' .... or],')O(l'''':'''':''''' + ()(,)')~ = .. 'I' R .,'
lOll) O(,)'} ih"(' 0(1) Ow-)

It should be noted that we have made no assumptions about pressure, and so we do yet not know

its order of magnitude. For now, we keep the pressure gradient term.
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Considering the two viscous terms, we see that the first viscous term, which is of order liRe, is

very small compared to the second term, which is of ordcr lI(Reo']). We therefore drop the first

term, which cOlTesponds to the term Oll'/OX' in Equation 7.

According to Assumption 1, the region near the wall is a viscous boundary layer. In order to

kecp the remaining viscous term important (but not have it dominate), the term must be of order

one, to match the order of the convective terms. Thus, He must be of order 110'2.

We see, then, that the assumption of a thin boun,dary layer is reasonable only for flows where Re

» 1. FOltunatc!y, this is true of many flows. However, for flows of very viscous or very slow

fluids, the thin boundary layer is not a reasonable assumption.

Now, we expect any changes in pressure along the boundary laycr to affcct thc boundary laycr.

Therefore, we assign pressure an order of magnitude of I so that iJp'/iJx' = O( I) to match thc

other terms. (There will not be any pressure changes for the flat plate, but we keep this term in
the interests of generality.)

Now, from they-momentum equation, Equation 8,

0(",) '" OW) 0(1), '.~ (0(,'1"') " ,0(,"'))0(1)-+0(6)_ = ---- "." _ 't--

'0(1) 0(",') O{,f',l , Oil). O«i")

The pressure gradient term is of order I/o', Every other term in this equation is at most of order

,,'. All of the other terms are very small compared the to thc pressure gradient term, and to the

terms from the continuity and "'-momentum equations, Hcnce, the pressure gradient term is the
only term that is retained from Equation 8.

Equation 8 reduces to op '/oy' =0. This says that the pressure difference across the boundary layer

is essentially zero. This is why invis~id solutions have reasonable Success: they can predict the

pressure distribution on a surface with considerable accuracy because the boundary layer docs
not affect the pressure that much.
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So, after the order, of magnitude analysis, Equations 6-8 become:

0,," il,," )
-+-=1
0':1;"' fly"

DJ,' Du" ill'" 1 iF,,"'11.., __ + vlt __ = __,_ -+ _
ih,' (hI" ih" Rr'IJ,i]"'

0= iJp"
1)11"

(9)

(10)

(" )

The continuity equation does not simplify at all. The :r-momentum equation, however, loses a

second order term, In the process, it changes from ellipt1c. to parabolic in nature. Because

parabolic equations are easier to solve numerically than elliptic equations, this is very significant

simplification. Also, the y-momentum equation basically disappears, which is a tremendous
simplification.

The boundary layer equations can be used in dimensional form as well:

I)" i)... )-+-=1
Ih iJjl

(
I)" iJ") iiI' Ii" "P 1<-,- + '/}- = _ -,- + 1' __
ih: iJII ii.J: i)j,"

Although these equations have been obtained by considering uniform !low over at a !lat plate,

they are valid for curved surfaces also, as long as the curvature of the surface is not too great.

Instead, of using Cartesian coordinates x and y, the surface coordinates ., and II are used on

curved surfaces. Also, the pressure gradient term, iJp/iJx, is not zero for curved surfaces.
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2.5 Flow Separation

When the air is unable to follow an object's shape it separates~ This is shown in-the figure 2.6 for

an aerofoil, which while being a streamlined shape, will cause flow separation if it is tilted so

that it is more oblique to the flow. This is known as aerafoil stall. In order to prevent flow

separation it is best to avoid sharp protile changes in flow direction, but making a smooth shape

with slow changes in curvature sometimes nN possible due to physical limitations. Hence, the

design of what we typically call streamlined body shape is actually an attempt at eliminating

flow separation. This is usually possible, such as with an aerofoil with a sharp trailing edge, but

practical consideration do not always allow us the freedom to build the perfect shape.

Figure 2.6: Flow separation on an aerofoil shape which is at high angle of attack

(8ource: http://www.nationmasler.com/encyclo pedi a/Flow-separa lion)

There is another way to prevent flow separation though. This relates to boundary layers.

Turbulent boundary layers may cause more skin friction drag, but they tend to be thicker and

separate later. So for objects in which the pressure drag is dominant, it can be beneficial to

artificially trigger a boundary layer to go turbulent to reduce the flow separation effect. This

phenomenon is shown in figure 2.7 Laminar boundary layer on smooth ball separate at half way

causing a wide wake near pressure drag while the roughness created by and dimples on the

surface of a golf ball delays separation past half way around the ball reducing significant
pressure drag.
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Figure 2.7: Laminar and Turbulent houndary layer on smooth and rough surface
(Source: Aerospace web.org)

The study of flow separation from the surface of a solid body, and the determination of global

changes in the flow field that develop as a result of the separation, are among the most

fundamental and difficult problems of fluid dynamics. It is well known that most liquid and gas

flows observed in nature and encountered in engineering applications involve separation. This is

because many of the "common" gases and liquids, such as air and water, have extremely small

viscosity and, therefore, most practical flows are characterized by very large values of the

Reynolds number; both theory and experiment show that increasing Reynolds number almost

invariably results in separation. In fact, to achieve an unseparated form of the flow past a rigid

body, rather severe restrictions must be imposed on the shape of the body.

In the case of a favo'rable pressure, gradient, since the pressure gradient tends to accelerate the

fluid in the boundary layer, the pressure gradient counteracts partly the retarding action of the

viscous stresses. In the case of an unfavorable pressure gradient, however, the problem is more
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complicated. The fluid near the wall now must not only overcome the wall shear stress. but it

must also flow against the unfavorable pressure gradient. In contrast to this. the fluid ncar the

outer edge of the boundary layer needs only to flow against the un-favorable pressure gradient,

since the shear stress there is much smaller. As a consequence, the fluid near the wall is

decelerated more rapidly. It may eventually be forced to flow backward. At the point where this

!low reversal first occurs, the slope of the velocity profile, aUlUy, at the wall 'must be zero. This

point is called the separation point, and is illustrated in figure: 2.8.
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Fig- 2.8: Illustration of flow sepm'ation though velocity profiles

The difference between a separated tlow and its theoretical unseparated counterpart (constructed

solely on the basis of inviscid tlow analysis) concerns not only the form of trajectories of fluid

particles, but also the magnitudes of aerodynamic forces acting on the body. For example. for

• bluff bodies in an incompressible !low. it is known from experimental observations that tbe drag

force is never zero; furthermore. it does not approach zero as the Reynolds number becomes

large. On the other band. one of the most famous results of the inviscid !low theory is

d'Alembert's paradox' which states that a rigid body does not experience any drag in

incomprcssible !low. It is well known that this contradiction is associated with the assumption of

a fully attached form of the flow; this situation almost never happens in practice.
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SeparatiOl; imposes a considerable limitation on the operating characteristics of aircraft wings,

helicopter blades, turbines, etc., leading to a significant degradation of their performance. It is..•
/ well'known that the separation is normally accompanied by a loss of the lift force, sharp increase

of the drag, increase of the heat transfer at the reattachment region, pulsations of pressure, as a

result, flutter, and buffet onset.

Separation and reattachment processes involve generation and interaction of shear layers. It is

known that turbulent shear flows are very sensitive to small changes in initial or boundary

conditions and to. different types of upwind, downwind and separation point perturbations

appli"d during transition (Cantwell, 1981; Oster and Wygnanski, 1982). Thus, a particular airfoil

sensibility to specific characteristics of flow and environmental perturbations is quite probable.

Exploring this perception Green and Galbraith (1994) demonstrated aspects of the effect of the

testing enVIronment on unsteady aerodynamical experiments. Numerous experimental studies

have also shown the significant effects of particular external perturbations on airfoil

performance. If these perturbations are able to induce fl~w variations at an appropriate

frequency, then significant boundary layer separation phenomena may be controlled allowing

improvements in airfoil performance (Mueller and Batill, 1982; Zaman 1992). The unsteady

mechanisms that might produce these effects are still obscure. By way of illustration, the

discrepancies of experimental and numerical results shown by McGhee eiai. (1988), confirm the

complexity of these phenomena. More recently Swalwell el al. (2003) investigated

experimentally effects of turbulence intensity generated by different grids on the stall of a thick

NACA 4421 airfoil section with an aspect ratio greater than seven, for angles of attack ranging

from -90" to +90°, at a Reynolds number of 2.85x105• The realism of this turbulence generation

is questionable because grid generated turbulence is quite different from the turbulence within

the atmospheric surface layer. Conventional aerodynamic theory is still not capable of predicting

the rcal forces generated by wings submitted to brusque variati?ns of angle of attack. It has been

recognized for many years that the maximum lifting force generated by a wing compellcd to

rapid pitching motion can be substantially enhanced. These conditions may occur in rapidly

maneuvering aircraft, flapping wings, wind turbines in gusty wind, flight operations in turbulent

.environment or flying through the wake of other airplanes. It has been learned that when an

. airfoil is sub.nitted to rapidly increasing angles of attack above the stationary separation point a
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strong vortex, located on the suction surface is usually generated. This vortex is called dynamic

stall vOl1ex. After growing to a given size, Ihis eddy may be shed downstream into the wake

flow. Typically, the lift increases with increasing vortex intensity. As long as the vortex remains

close to the upper surface of an airfoil II subsltultinl lift increase OCCurs,Which decreases rapidly

as the vortex flows away. The basics of thi~ dynamic stall process have been described by

McCroskey (1982), Carr el aI., (1977) and Carr (1985). The limitations of the existing

methodologies for predicting, calculating and describing the time dependent location and nature

of separated regions induce the unavoidably requirement of experimental work. Many

Researchers performed experiments in order to contribute to the understanding of turbulent scale

dependent effects on the behavior of low Reynolds number airfoils and to present data against

which airfoil prediction methodologies can be tested.
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2.6 BOlUldary Layer Control

Boundary-':ayer control is a wise and efficient method of increasing the lift coefficient CL. The

idea is

I. Either to remove the low-energy segment of the boundary layer and let it be replaced by

high-energy flow from above

2, or by adding kinetic energy to the boundary layer directly. Both of these methods

maintain a laminar flow for a longer distance over the airfoil. delay separation. and allow

one to get a larger angle of attack before stall occurs, and thus a higher CL.

The slot was shown to be one means of passing high-energy ,flow over the top surface of a wing.

The low-energy boundary layer may be sucked through slots or holes in the wing as shown in

figure-2,8(a) or high-energy air may be blown into the boundary layer through backward facing

holes or slots as shown in figure 2.8(b) ..

(a) Suction of boundary layer.

------...

(b) Reenerguing the boundary layer.

Figure- 2.8: Boundary layer control (a) suction and (b) high pressure discharge
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Again. boundary layer control is also done by slats. shown in figure- .2.9. which create slot that

act as a venture tube and thus energize the boundary layer.

.-' ..': ...
.1 :' . ", . o' • ._'~:.

Figure- 2.9: Slats employed to control the boundary layer

Vortex generators are also used for the purpoSe of boundary layer control. They are aerodynamic

surfaces, consisting of small vaneS that create a vortex. However, this vortex creation does not

add.a negative impact on aircraft aerodynamics; rather they just reenergize the sluggish boundary

layer. Vortex generators can be found on many devices. but the term is most olien used in

aircraft design. Figure- 2.10 shows vortex generator vanes on an aircraft wing.

r-
' .

. ' .'~.~._..•..•...:.-:..5.~ ',,;.4

Figure 2.10: VOl1eXgenerator vanes on the wing of an aircraft
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2.7 Airfoil Geometry and Coordinate System

AIrfoil geometry can be. characterized by the coordinates of the upper.and lower surface. It is

often summarized by a few parameters such as: maximum thickness, maximum camber, position

of max thickness, position of max camber, and nose radius. One can generate a reasonable airfoil

section given these parameters. This was done by Eastman Jacobs in the early 1930's to create a

family of airfoils known as the NACA Sections. To describe the geometry of airfoil sections, the
following terms are used:

y

x

Trailing
Edge
I

- Chord "C"

_[ Upper Camber f__Me:_~~nber

-------------------- -----~-_._----

-c Low'er Camber

Flgl.ll'C211: Ai,foi! sectionshowing differentgeometrical terms.

o Mean line or mean chamber line is the line I\:p,~enting the locus of aIr points midway betwccn tile.

upper and lower surface of an aerofoil as measmed JlC11lCndicularto the mean line.

o . Chord line is the linejoining the ends of the mean camber line.

o .Thickness is the height of the profilemeasun::dperpendicularto the cord line.

o Camber onhe maximum camber is themaximum riseof themean line from the cord line.

• Leading edge radius is the radius of a circle. tangent to the upper and lower surfaces. with its centre

located on a tangent to the mean-<:amberline drawn tiu'Oughtile leading edge of this line. TIle leading
edge radius is also given in percent of the chord.

These definitionsare illustratedin Figure 2.1 J.
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Chapter 3
ABOUT THE MODEL

A fuselage with NACA 24 I2 aerofo!1 cross-section is made of wood teak with satisfactory

surface finish. To reduce interference drag at the interface of wing and fuselage the fuselage is

given an aerodynamic shape.

For pressure measurements three-tube yaw meter probe is used. The pressure connections are

made through small diameter tygon tubes and are connected to the digital pressure transducer
through the selector valve.

Wings:

As four digit sections are suitable for low speed aircraft so for both wings and aerofoiled

fuselage NACA four digit series aerofoil are considered in the present investigation. Same set of

wings are used in both the type of models so that the results would show the comparison between
the fuselages.

NACA Four-Digit Series:

The first family of airfoils designed using this approach became known as the NACA Four-Digit

Series. The first digit specifies the maximum camber (m) in percentage of the chord (airfoil

length), the second indicates the position of the maximum camber (p) in tenths of chord, and the

last two numbers provide the maximum thickness (t) of the airfoil in percentage of chord. For

example, the NACA 2412 thickness of 12% with a camber of 2% located 40% back from the
airfoil leading edge (or OAc).



The NACA2412 cambered aerofoil wings with a chord length of 80 mm and a total span of 200, mm is used for the modei, which has

an aero foiled fuselage of NACA 2412; 240 mm chord and 100 mm span, Figure 3-1 shows the cross-section of an NACA 2412

cambered aerofoil wing section,

I-~-~i-.-=i"--=---;--::::-"i"-+- I !/-ll . i ! ! I~
-~--'----'--"'-""'---i--'--r.--, ,
'--- .--- ,-'----''c'-- I I I~~ ";. "

Figure 3.1: The real size cross-section of the model wings

The wings and all the fuselages are manufactured from a single piece of teak wood which has a density of approximately 650 kglm3
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Figure 3.2: The real size cross. section of the model aero foiled fuselage. showing the wing position
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Figure 3.3: 3D view of the model plane with ucrofoil fuselagc

Filleted wing-
fuselage interface

Figure 3.4: Photograph o.f the model plane with aerodynamic-shaped aerofoil fuselage
and tilleted wing-fuselagc interfaCe to reduce interference drag
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENT AL SETUP

. The experiment is done in a 700mmx700mm size closed circuit wind tunnel with the models to

find the velocity profiles over the wing and fuselage and to find the flow direction. The tunnel

section, the yaw meter probes, the pressure transducer, the pressure probe selection box together

with the traversing mechanism are the main part of the test setup.

4.1. Wind tunnel:

The experiment is carried out in a 700mmx700mm closed circuit wind tunnel as.shown in

Figure 4.1. The wind tunnel is powered by the two 700mmO counter rotating Woods (U.K.)

aerofoil fims. To minimize transmission of vibration generated in the fans unit, it is mounted

in a separated heavy foundation and is connected to the rest of the wind tunnel by two

vibration isolators made of heavy canvas cloth at both side of the fan unit. At the discharge of

the fans there is a silencer to reduce the sound level. From the silencer air flow passes

through the flow controlling butterfly valve, ditTuser and the plenum chamber to stabilize the

flow to certain level. Air from the plenum chamber passes over the cO,oling coil and through

the air filter before entering the parabolic contraction cone. In the contraction cone the

dimension is reduced from 1525mmx 1525mm t0700mmx700rrim. at the delivery of the

contraction cone where there is a honey comb flow strainer to straighten out any flow

diversity and break down any large eddy before entering into the 9m long test section. Flow

form the test section goes back to the fan unit through the return duct. 'The fan motors are

powered by 400V-3<D-50Hz power supply through motor speed controller. Thus the wind

speed in the tunnel ean be varied both by controlling the fan motor speed as well as by

controlling the butterfly valve. For better understanding of the Wind Tunnel details of some

of its major componen\s are illustrated below:



• Fan Unit: The fan unit consists of two counter rotating axi.al flow fans powered by

centrally mounted 22 kW a.c. motors. The blades of the fans are adjustable to minimize

the power loss and sound generated in the fan blades; its angles are set such that the.

flow enters in both the fan blades tangentially without any shock. By changing the

blade angles of both the fans .flow velocity range in the wind tunnel can be changed.

• Air Speed: In the present setup of fan blade angle setting the maximum air speed is

44.5 m/s (I60kmlhr) which can be increase to as high as 70m/s (250 kmlhr) by

changing the blade angles of the fans. The air speed can be varied by two differeni

ways; i) by using an electronically controlled butterfly valve and ii) by controlling the

motor speed by an electrical frequency converter. The later one is more convenient to

change the air speed smoothly and frequently from zero to any required velocities. In

. this experiment the frequency converter is used to vary the air speed.

• Air Temperatnre Controlling: In a close circllit wind tunnel as the same air circulates

inside the tunnel so the air temperature increases due to adiabatic power transfer from

the rotating blades to the flowing air and the friction loss in the tunnel. A 16 ton DX

cooling coil is used to control the air temperature to the required level. However it does

not require to control the air temperature as in the present investigation test is carried

out in the open section and the velocities of air are comparatively low. Although at low

speed it produces some heat if the tunnel runs continuously for a long time. so to avoid

this, the tunnel was allowed to shutdown for a while after taking each set of data.
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4.2. Test sections:

The tunnel has seven 700mmx700mm test sections. To facilitate the present experiment

to be carried out in the open air condition the diffuser connected at the end of the last

lest section is taken out and to avoid the buffer effect of the discharge side of the test

section is fitted with a 700mmx700mm discharge duct and to provide a shock less entry

a IOOOmmxIOOOmm to 762mmx762mm bell mouth entry is added at the return duct.

Thus a 700mmx700mmx406mm open flow field created between the discharge duct

and the bell mouth entry become the experimental space where desire velocity is

obtained. Figure 4.1 shows the detail out line of the Wind Tunnel.

. 700x700 Test Sections
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Figure 4.1: 700mm x 700mm closed circuit Wind Tunnel
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Figure 4.2: Actual photograph of the 700mm x 700mm closed circuit Wind Tunnel

Figure- 4.3: Photograph of the test-section
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Yaw meter probes
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Figure- 4.4: Schematic Diagram of the experimental set-up

As air flows over the model, the three tubes of the yawmeter probe senses corresponding

pressures. This pressure is read from the pressure tranducer by selecting the intended tube from

the selection box. The data is then recorded in a computer and analysed. Figure- 4.4 shows a

schematic view of the experimental set up. A total picture of the experimental set up is presented

in figure- 4.5.
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Pressure Transducer
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Figure 4.5.: Photograph of the Experimental Set-up
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Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

5.1. Working Principle
A three-tube yawmeter probe along with a pressure transducer and a selection box is the main the

main instrument used in this research. To find the velocity profile at different chord-wise stations

on the wing and the fuselage. the yawmeter probe is placed at the desired point with the help of a

traversing mechanism.

For pressure measurements the. pressure connections were made through small diameter tygon

tubes and were connected to the digital pressure transducer through the selector valve. A thrce-

tube yaw meter is used to measure velocity profile and flow direction over the wing and fuselage

and all of the three tubes were connected to the selector valve which acted like a multiplexer. So,

to set I in the selector valve means the digital pressure transducer are allowed to show the

pressure on the first probe. Before taking any data sufficient time were allowed to make the

digital transducer become stable to a certain value. The corresponding pressures were recorded in

the computer and then applying proper equations the velocities and flow anglc wcre calculated.

The whole experiments were carried out for two different speeds, viz 30 km/hr and 40 km/hr

with an angle of attack of both the fuselages and the wings at 4", the angle of attack .;'or

maximum lift to drag ration as found by previous researcher.

5.2. Flow field examination
. Before stm1ing the experiment with the models the flow field of the test section is examined with

the help of a transverse mechanism. As the whole experiment was can'ied oui for different air

velocities so the flow field was also examined for those velocities. The following table shows the

grid velocities at different air speeds.
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Table 5.1: Flow field analysis (VlUa at different grid points in test section)

i Illl'

Distance
Air velocity (km/hr)

from the

surface of the
40 50 60 70 80 90 100.30

tunnel, mm

2 0,61 0.69 0.67 0,65 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.72
10 0.76. 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.8
20 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.85

. 30 0.86 0.9 0.87 0.9 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89
40 0.88 0.95 0.9 0.91 0.9 0.9 0.91 0.9
50 0.9 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93
60 0.92 0.98 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.95

. 70 0.97 0.99 . 0.94 0.98 0,96 0.95 0,98 0.96 ... ..
80 1 ............1 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97...,.....
90 1 1 .. ..1..... 1 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98..,,"

100 1 1 1 1 ....,.... ". .. ..1 . .. J......_.: 0.9..9_ - ____ j>

110 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
120 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

......_-_.).

210 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ._---;!>
300 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l:I'l II\ 'I350 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (]i1\\ rc.::
400 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .._---~
490 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
580 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 po
590 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ..._.--+-'''--600 1 1 1 .........1...... .. 1 1 1 0.99•.. -' ....
610 1 __...........1........-- 1 1 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98.. -"620

.
1 1 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97

630 0.97 0.99 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.95 0.98 0.96
640 0.92 0.98 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.95
650 0,9 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93
660 0.88 0.95 0,9 0.91 0.9 0.9 0.91 0.9
670 0.86 0.9 0.87 0.9 0.88 0,88 0.88 0.89
680 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.85
690 0.76 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.8
698 0.61 0.69 0.67 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.72
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Figure 5.1: Flow field showing the in uniform now regime

From figure .5.1 it found that the boundary layer increases as flow velocity increase and at

maximum air speed the boundary layer consume IOOmmat one side i,e 200mm for both side along'

any axis. Since at test section the tunnel cross section is 700mmx700mm, so considering boundary

layer the uniform flow regime become 500mmx500mm. As the maximum width of the models is

500mm and maximum height is 50mm so the model is in uniform flow regime,even when the air
velocity is maximum, as shown in figure 5.1.
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Chapter 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Introduction

In this investigation, angle of attacks of hoth the fuselage (8f) and wing (aw) were fixed at 4", the

angle of attack for highest lift to drag ratio (UD) as found by the previous researcher. The

investigation is' carried out for two speeds, viz 30 km/hr and 40 km/hr. The nature of boundary

layers over the wings and the aerofoiled fuselage arc investigated. Velocity profiles and flow angles

are measured with the help of three tube yaw meter, for both upper and lower surfaces of both

aerofoils i.e. the wing and the fuselage.

Velocity profiles are measured over the wing at its centre at 30 km/hr speed. Then the whole

experiment is repeated at the centre of the fusclage which is the same airfoil like the wing NACA

2412 but with a chord length three times that of the wing. Velocity proliks for both the cases are.

shown.

After making observations on the change of the shape of the velocity profiles over both of the

aerofoils for different positions along chord, a similar investigation is done again at the speed of 40

km/hr. In the second case again, the velocity profiles are drawn over both the aero foils.

Observations are made to understand the change of velocity profile as we move along the chord. To

compare the nature of boundary layer over the same aerofoil with different chord length, velocity

profiles at nearly same percentage of chord are put together and observations made.

A complete understanding of how lift and drag forces are produced ?n aerofoils needs the

investigation of the flow field over the upper surface of the aerofoil as well as under its lower

surface. Hence, the total investigation for both the speeds are repeated under the lower surface of the

wing and the fuselage. Like the upper surface, velocity profiles are also drawn for both speeds-30

km/hr and 40 km/hr and finally observations made in a similar manner to that for the upper suiface.

The curves for each case and their findings are discussed in the following sections.
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6.2 Velocity Profiles and Flow Angle OVCl' thc Wing

At first the nature of the boundary layer and wake formation and separation over the upper

surface of the wing is studied. Investigations are done at two wind speeds 30 km/hr and 40 km/hr

(subsections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 respectively). Then the same investigations were done for the lower

surface of wing at the two speeds (subsection 6.2.3). For all the experiments. yaw meter probes

are set at appropriate position and the corresponding deflections given by the pressure transducer

were recorded in a computer, speed determined and flow angle found.

For.convenience the following symbols are used in all the data tables:

Bf => Fuselage angle of attack in degree

Bw => Relative angle between wing and fuselage (~ zero for present investigation)

X => horizontal distance from leading edge

y => vertical distance from the surface

o => boundary layer thickness

Uoo=> free stream velocity in X- direction

U => local velocity in X- direction

In this section velocity profiles on both the upper and lower surfaces of the wing are presented.

and its characteristics features are analysed for better understanding of the flow field in this

region. Profiles for the velocities Uoo= 30 kmlhr and Uoo = 40 km/hr are presented separately.
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6.2.1 Velocity profiles on the upper surface of the wing at U~= 30 kmlhr .

For 'different position along the chord of the wing, velocity profiles are found out by positioning

the measuring probe at different ve11ical distances from the surface. From the readings of the

three probes of the yaw meter, the flow angles are also calculated. For different positions along

chord, velocity profiles are plotted and presented in figures 6.2.1 (i) to 6.2.1 (ix).

Due to the curvature of the ailfoil surface of both the wing and the fuselage, the measuring probe

can not be placed near the surface of their leading edge zone and so measurements are taken

form 22.5% of chord length.

In figure 6.2.I(i), velocity profile near' the surface is nearly vertical before taking the usual

parabolic shape at about y/C = 0..008. This behavior of the velocity profile indicates the condition

of boundary layer separation, which actually is found in following station in figure 6.2.1 (ii)

where separation occurs at about y/C = 0.008.

From the cut'ves, it is seen that at 30 km/hr speed over the wing, separation begins nearly at 25%

of chord from the leading edge (figure 6.2.1 (ii)) and continues till 50% of the chord (figure

6.2.1 (iv). It is found that the separation intensifies as we move from 25% of the chord to 50%,

and finally at 62.5% separation does not exist any more. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

zone of separation is approximately between 25% and 55% of chord length. However, the slope

of velocity protlle at 22.5% of chord length is nearly zero, which isa strong indication that

separation point is close to this 22.5% of the chord length. Finally, ncar the trailing edge, the

boundary layer becomes sluggish, which may also be due to the separation.
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6.2.2 Velocity profiles OIi the upper surface of the wing at U~=40 kmlhr

The wind tunnel speed is set at 40 km/hr with help of variable frequency drive. For different

position along the chord of the wing, here too, velocity protiles are found out by positioning the

measuring probe at different vertical distances from the surface. From the readings of the three

lUbes of yaw meter, the flow angles arc also calculated. ror di fferent positions along chord,

velocities and flow angles at different vertical distances are given in the table Appendix- (A)

6.2.2 (i) to 6.2.2(b) (ix). With the help of the table corresponding graphs are ploued in figures

6.2.2(i) to 6.2.2(ix).

By comparing figures 6.2.1(i) and 6.2.2(i), it is found that the boundary layer thickness is higher

at lower speed and rate of generation of separation zone slower but wider.

From the curves, it is found that at this 40 km/hr spccd over the wing, separation begins nearly at

25% of chord from the leading edge (figure 6.2.2(ii» and continues till 37.5% of the chord

(Figure 6.2.2 (iii». It is found that the flow circulation intensifies as we move from 25% of the

chord to 37.5%, and finally at 50% separation does not exist any more. Thenifore, it could be

concluded that the zone of separation is approximately between 25% and 40% of chord length.

Interestingly at 30 km/hr speed, the zone of separation was nearly from 25% to 55% of chord

length. However, f01' 40 km/hr, this zone has reduced to nea~ly 40% of ChOl;dlength, instead of

55% while the beginning of separation remains the same. And at this speed, the sluggishness of

boundary layer near the trailing edge that was observed in the case of 30 km/llr speed, has also

reduced significantly. The reason is that as the separation zone reduces, its slow-downing effect

on boundary layer also decreases and hence sluggishness of the boundary layer at the trailing

portion also decreases.
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6.2.3 Velocity profiles Oilthe lower sllrface of the \villg

OIl the lower surface of the wing. velocity profiles are examined at five chord-wise stations

along with the flow directions. Figures 6.2.3(i) to 6.2.3(v) and 6.2.3(vi) to 6.2.3(ix) represent the

velocity profiles for u~= 30 km/hr and u~=40 km/hr respectively at different stations.

Analyzing the graphs. it is sees that on the lower surface of theaerofoil. there is no separation.

However. at the trailing edge of the wing. there are evidences of wake formation. Again. for both

speeds. the nature of boundary layers i.e. the velocity profiles are quite similar.

6.3. Velocity Profiles over the Fuselage

Like the wing. at first the nature of the boundary layer and wake formation and separation on the

upper surface of the wing is studied. Investigations were done at two wi rid speeds. viz 30 kmnlr

and 40 km/hr (subsection 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 respectively). Again. the same investigations were done

for the lower surface of wing at the. two speeds (subsection 6.3.3). Yaw meter probes were se' at

appropriate position and the cOlTesponding spring deflections given by the pressure transducer

were recorded in a computer. speeds and tlow angles calculated.

In this section velocity profiles on both the upper and lower surfaces 0.1' the fuselage are

presented and its characteristic features analyscd for better understanding of the now field in the

region. Prolilcs for velocities U~= 30 km/hr and U~ = 40 km/hr are presented separately.
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6.3.1 Velocity Profiles on the upper surface of the fuselage at U~= 30 km/hr

Foi. different position along the chord of the wing, velocity profiles are found ourby positioning

the probes at different vertical distances from the surface. From the readings of the three probes

of yaw meter, the flow angles are also calculated. For different positions along chord, velocities

and flow angles at different veltical distances are given in the table 6.3.1(i) to 6.3.1(x). With the

help of the table corresponding graphs are plotted.

From the curves, it is seen that at 30 .km/hr speed over the wing, separation begins nearly at 25%

of chord from the leading edge (figure 6.3.1(ii)) and continues till 50% of the chord (figure 6.3.1

(v)). It is found that the separation intensifies as we move from 35% of the chord to 55%, and

finally at 62.5% separation does not exist any more. Therefore, it can be concluded that the zone

of separation is approximately between 35% and 60% of chord. Comparing this with the same

phenomenon of the wing, which is a same aerofoil with 1/3 chord length, we find that there is a

delay in separation while the length of separation zone in terms of percentage of chord length is

almost same. Also, here we find an increase in the depth of separation, which is nearly at the

same scale as that of the geometries between wing and fuselage. Therefore, similarity principles

become evident. Finally, like the wing, here too, the boundary layer becomes sluggish near the

trailing edge, which may also be due to the separation:

6.3.2 Velocity Profiles on the upper surface of the fuselage at U~= 40 km/hr

Now, the wind speed is set at 40 km/hr with help of variable frequency drive. For different

position along the chord of the wing, here too, velocity profiles are found out by positioning the

probes at different vertical distances from the surface. From the readings of the three probes of

yaw meter, the flow al)gles are also calculated. For different positions along chord, velocities .and

flow angles at different vertical distances are given in the table 6.3.2(i) to 6.3.2(b)(x). With the

help of the table corresponding graphs are plotted.

From the curves, it's seen that at this 40 km/hr speed over the wing, separation begins nearly at

35% of chord from the leading edge (figure 6.3.2(ii)) and continues till 45% of the chord (figure
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6.3.2(iv)). It is found that the separation intensifies as we move from 35% of the chord to 45%.

and finally at 55% separation does not exist any more. Therefore. it can be concluded that the

zone 'of separation is approximately between 35% and 45% of chord. Interestingly. at 30 kmlhr

sp-~ed. the zone of separation was nearly from 35% to 55% of chord. However. for 40 kmlhr. this

zone has reduced to nearly 45% of chord. instead of 55% while the beginning of separation.

remains the same. Comparing this with the same phenomenon of the wing. which is a same

aero foil with 1/3 chord length. we find that there is a delay in separation while the length of

separation zone in terms of percentage of chord length is almost same. Also. here we find an

increase in the depth of separation. which is nearly at the same scale as that of the geometries

between wing and fuselage. Therefore. similarity principles become evident. And at this speed.

the sluggishness of boundary layer near the trailing edge that was observed in the case of 30

km/hr speed. has also reduced significantly. The reason is that as the separation zone reduces. its

slow-downing effect on boundary layer also decreases and hence sluggishness of the boundary

layer at the trailing portion also decreases.

6.3.3 Velocity profiles on the lower surface of the fuselage .

Under the lower surface of the fuselage. velocity profiles were examined at six chord-wise

stations along with the flow angles. Figures 6.3.3(i) to 6~3.3(vi) and 6.3.3(vii) t06.3.3(xii)

represent the velocity profiles for U",= 30 km/hr and U",= 40 km/hr respectively at different

stations.

Analyzing the graphs. we see that under the lower surface of the aerofoil. there is no scparation.

However. at the trailing cdge of the wing. there arc cvidenccs of wake formation. the intcnsity of

which is observed to be grcater in case of fuselage than in the case of the wing. Again. for, both

speeds. the nature of boundary layers i.e. the velocity profiles are quite similar.
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6.4 Velocity Profiles over upper surface of wing at curved pOl'tion

In'this project the model with aerofoil fuselage has slightly been modified following the design

of MIG-29 fighter plane. Hence, we were interested to see any difference between the boundary

layer at the curved p0l1ion of the wing and that at the center of the wing, which is a pure NACA

2412 aerofoil. Figures 6.4.1 (i) to 6.4.I(x) and 6.4.2(i) to 6.4.2(x) represent the velocity profiles

on the upper surface of the wing at the curved portion for U~= 30 km/hr and U~= 40 km/hr

respectively at different stations. Here the flow filed is much alike that at thc ccnter of the wing,

The separation region too have the same characteristics like at the centre onhe wing.

6.5 Vector Diagrams

Vector diagrams of the flow filed are helpful in having a better picture of the flow

characteristics. Therefore, vector diagrams are drawn for both the wing and the fuselage for both

the speeds.

Figure 6.5(i) presents the vector digram of the flow field over the wing at a speed of 30 kmlhr.

To obtain a better picture of the flow near the wall as well as to see the observe the separation

region closely, a vector diagram is drawn with taking only the first five sets of data and presented

in figure 6.5(ii).

Figure 6.5(iii) and figure 6.5(iv) present of vcctor diagrams of !low Ovcr the wing at 40 kmlhr

0" speed, with the complete data set and first five sets, respectively.

Figure 6.5(iv) and figure 6.5(v) show vector diagrams over the fuselage at 30 km/hr and similar

digrams are shown for 40 km/hr speed over fuselage in figure 6.5(vi) and figure 6.5(viii).
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6.6 Analysis of negative pressure zone

Figure 6.6 (i) and figure 6.6 (ii) show the pressure distribution in the negative pressure zone or

the wing, for 30 km/hr and 40 km/hr speed respectively.

Figure 6.6 (iii) and figure 6.6 (iv) present the pressure distribution in the negative pressure zone

of the fuselage, for 30 km/hr and 40km/hr speed respectively.

The separation zone Over the wing at its center, over the wing at the curved portion and over

fuselage are plotted against percentage of chord length and shown figure 6.6(v), figure 6.6(vi)

and figure 6.6(vii) respectively.

6.7 Growth of Boundary Layel'

Growth of boundary layer over the wing and the fuselage are presented in figure 6.7(i) and figure

6.7(ii) respectively. It is seen that the boundary layer thicken as we move from the leading edge

to the trailing edge of the aerofoil. We also see that for lower speeds, the boundary layer is

thicker than that for higher speeds.
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Wind Speed = 30 Km
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

7.1. Conclusions:

In the present investigation, both general and specific characteristics of flow pattern arc

observed.

Gcneral Obscrvations:

1. From the analysis of the velocity profiles on the upper and lower surface of the wing and

fuselage, it is found that separation occurs only on the upper surface of the aerofoils.

2. Analysis of the velocity profiles over the wing for 30 km/hr and 40 km/hr speeds show

that the separation zone shrinks at 40 km/hr speed for both the wing and fuselage. The

dept of separation zone also reduces, by very small percentage though, for 40 km/hr

speed for both aerofoils.

3. Comparing the velocity profiles on the wing and the fuselage at the same speed. it is

found that the separation zone shifts backward in the case of the fuselage, which is the

same arofoil like the wing, but has a chord length three times of that of the wing.

4. The growth of boundary layer over the aerofoils are not found to be asymptotic as thc

case is for flat plates. Growth of boundary layer ovcr the wing shows a linear tcndency

while over the fuselage, the tendency is not that linear.
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Specific Observations:

1. The design modification at the wing-fuselage interface, which was done in accordance

with the design of MIG-29 fighter plane, seems to have good impact on separation

phenomenon, as the region shrinks over the modified zone.

2. At the trailing p0l1ion of each aerofoil, there are evidences of wake formation. Hence,

v0l1ex generators as described in section 2.6 may have good impact on aerodynamic

performance. Similarly, to control separation suction and/or discharge boundary layer

control technique can be adopted for prototypes.
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7.2. Rccommcndations

1. 'This research work focuses on the two dimensional flow characteristics over the wing and the

fuselage. However, the flow is assumed to be three dimensional around the interface regions

and at the wing tips, if not at other point~ too. Therefore, a study of the thrce dimensional

flow would give a complete picture of the flow field.

2. Flaps and ailerons improve the controlling and maneuvering capability of an airplane. So

flaps can be introduced in the aero foiled fuselage to show their effeCt on the overall stability

of the model plane.

3. Winglets are not used in the model over which flow characteristics is studied in this research.

The impact of winglets on the flow characteristics can be studied by using a wingletted

model. Winglets can be designed with the help of computational a software (e.g., FLUENT,

ANSYS CFX) to ensure aerodynamic winglets that would provide a good reduction of the

induced drags.

4. Blended Wing Body (BWB) concepts are frequently being considered in modem aircraft

designs. In this research the birds body shapes are considered as aerofoiled shapes but their

body shapes are also an example of BWB. So a comparison between Circular fuselage,

Aerofoiled fuselage and Blended Wing Body fuselage will be more practical.

5. Only the low-speed range is considered in this research. For a complete understanding of now

characteristics over a wide range of speed, 110w characteristics in other speed ranges should

also be investigated.

6. This research focuses only on the 4° angle of attack, the angle of attack of highest lift to drag

ratio as found by the previous researcher. All other usual angle of attack combinations should

be investigated to reveal the reason behind highest lift to drag ratio at 4°. This would also

help to obtain relevant information about flow characteristics at other angle of attacks.
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0,25C

APPENDIX. A
(Separation Data Tab~es)

0,30C 0.375C 0.50C

Uoo
(km/hr)

30

40

--

viC
0,005
0,0063
0,0075
0,0078
0,0081
0,0084
0,0091
0,0094
0,01
0,005
0,0056
0,0058

0,0059
0,006
0,0061
0,0063
0,0064
O,OOb

~69
0,0072
0,0075

U/Uoo

-0.375
-0,375

-0.35
-0,132
0,2962
0.4189
0.5923
0,6623
0.7609
-0,011
0,2306
0.3719

0.4376
0.5157
0,5649

0.5925
0,6523

'0,6842
0,7366
0,7855
0,8187

8
(deg)
-9,21
-9,21
-10,25
-6,894
-6,077
-4,897
-3,707
-2.483
-2,106
-11.12
-9,686
-7.905

-7.397
-6.447
-5,827
-5.554
-4.548
-4.499
-3,695
-3.207
-2.757

viC
0,005

0.00563
0.00625
0.00688
0.0075
0.00781
0,00844

0.00875
0:00938
0,005
0.00563
0.00625

0.00688
0.0075
0,00781
0.00813
0,00844
0,00875

0,00906
0,00938
0,00969

U/Uoo

-0,688
-0.621

-0.546
-0,397
0,1325
0.3244
0,513
0,5774
0,6882
-0,516
-0.505
-0.419
-0.301
-0,151
-0,086
0,1786
0.3262
0.4496
0,5458
0.6189
0.6763

8 (deg)
-82.43
-38,74

-24,68
-17,84
-11.79
-10,25
-7,804
-7,207
-5,814
206.3
229,1
-105.2
-41.91
-24,25
-19.57
-15.36
-13.48
-11.39
-9,751
-8,808
-8,09

viC
0.005
0,0063

0,0075
0,0088
0,01
0,0113
0,0131
0,0138
0.0144,
0,005

0.0056
0,0063
0,0069

0.0075
0,0081
0,0088
0,0094
0,01

0.0106
0,0109
0,0113

u/u.,
-0,784
-0,772

-0,761
-0,725
-0,635
-0.478
0.4189
0.5298
0,6352
-0.581
-0.581
-0.581
-0.548

-0.495
-0.441
-0.366
-0,258
-0,129

0,1459
0,2729
0.3859

8
(deo)
23.95
23,95

23,95
23,95
-52,04
-24,18
-11.51
-10,25
-8,939
115.1
137,9

69.53
, 183.5
-477,5
-121.9
-76,35
-41.18
-28,16

-19,89
-18.5
-15,61

viC
0,005
0,0063
0,0075
0,0088
0,01
0,0113
a,013e
0,015
0,0163
0.005
0,0056
0,0063,
0,0069
0,0075
0,0081
0.0088
0,0094

am
0,0106
0.0113
0,0119

8
U/uoo (ct~-
-0,635 -36.8'
-0,635 -39.8~
-0,607 -58.1;
-0,562 -59L
-0.496 -67,2:
-0.35 .J7.S:
0'7,"(. _,1 r:.,.::~ -_ ..
0,5298.1'0

--,-
0,6189 -15,1.
0.4 ~96 -18.3
0.4838 -18.41
0.5359 -17,8'
0.5835 -16.51
0,6189 -15.41
0,6684 !. -14.11
0,699') -13.8
0,7293 -13.6'
0,7649 -12.5

0,;'855 -12.3
0.8121 -12,]-
0,8379 -11.5

Table- 6.2.2: Separation data for the wing
, .

....
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0.35C 0.40C 0.45C 0.50C
Uoo

(km/hr) e 8 e e
V/C U/Uoo (deg) V/C U/Uoo (de g) V/C .U/Uoo (deg) V/C UlUoo (deg)

0.0017 -0.193 -21.64 0.00167 -0.193 -112.8 0.0017 -0.228 23.95 0.0017 -0.105 -44.44
0.0019 -0.193 -21.64 0.00188 -0.175 -112.8 0.0021 -0.228 23.95 0.0021 -0.105 -44.44
0.0021 -0.158 -14.05 0.00208 -0.175 -112.8 0.0025 -0.228 23.95 0.0025 -0.105 -44.44
0.0023 -0.105 -12.53 0.00229 -0.14 -52.04 0.0029 -0.228 23.95 0.0029 -0.105 -44.44
0.0025 -0.07 -13.35 0.0025 -0.105 -30.76 0.0033 -0.193 0.0038 . -0.07 -6723

30 0.0027 -0.018 -9.487 0.00271 -0.053 -21.64 0.0038 -0.175 0.0042 -0.0~;3 -90.03--,
0.0029 0.2294 -8.618 0.00292 -0.018 -21.64 0.0042 -0.123 -52.04 0.0046 -0.Ql8 -55.84
0.0031 0.3244 -7.055 0.00313 0.1873 -15.13 0.0046 -0.07 -36.84 0.005 0.1325 -44.44
0,0033 0.3974' -6.447 0,00333 0.2962 -13.6 0,005 0 -21.64 0.0054 0.2649 -31.77
0,0035 0.4776 -5.973 0.00354 0.3746 -10.79 0.0054 0.2294 -21.64 0.0063 0.3974 -21.64
0.0038 0.5461 -4.848 0.00375 0.4393 -10.25 0.0058 0.3746 -16.58 0.0067 0.4776 -19.24.-
0.0017 -0.076 -21.64 0.00167 -0.109 -11.87 0.0017 -0.239 8.749 0.0017 0.3612 .14.45

-
0.0019 -0.022 -17.3 0.00188 -0.13 -10.25 0.0021 -0.228 23.95 0.0021 0.3901 -13.35
0.0021 0.1806 -14.63 0.00208 -0.141. -12.53 0.0025 -0.207 69.53 0.0025 0.4299 I -12.88
0.0023 0.2949 -11.97 0.00229 -0.141 -12.53 0.0029 -0.185 206.3 0.0029 0.4663 "13.5
0.0025 0.3759 -10.85 0.0025 -0.141 -12.53 0.0033 -0.141 -158.4 0.0038 0.5 -13.1

40 0.0027 0.4423 .9.21 0.00292 -0.13 -11.12 0.0038 -0.087 -59.63 0.0042 0.5316 .12.78
0.0029 0.5 -8.618 0.00333 -0.065 -11.51 0.004 -0.043 -39.88 0.0046 0.5614 -13.25
0.0031 0.5517 -7.804 0.00354 a -9.824 0.0042 -0.011 -31.41 0.005 0.5898 -12.75
0.0033 0.6079 -6.447 0.00375 0.2331 -8.822 0.0044 0.2085 -24.04 0.0058 0.6427 -12.72
0.0035 0.6511 -6.224 0.00396 0.3458 -7.189 0.0046 0.2949 -19.74 0.0067 0.6916 .12.7
0.0038 0.6994 -5.626 0.00417 0.4423 -5.827 0.0048 0.3612 -18.39 0.0075 0.7445 -12.05

Table- 6.2.2: Separation data for the fuselage
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APPENDIX- B

YAW METER

n.l Measurement of flow direction with the help of three holes:

There are two common ways of measuring flow direction with the help of pressure probes; in

either .case the probes are similar and have a symmetric arrangement of sensing holes. In the first
method, known as 'null-reading' or 'equi-balanced' method, the probe is oriented to a position at

which same pressure is recorded in each hole; the flow direction can then be related to geometry

of the probe. This relationship is easily established in the first instance by rotating the prob"

about its fore-and-lift axis through 180 degrees and realigning to give equal pressures; the true

flow direction then lies at half the angle between the two probe positions. The second method is

to keep the probe stationary and observe pressures or pressure differences whose relationship is

obtained from calibration, which is done by orienting the probe in a steady known flow.

The first of these methods is recommended for two-dimensional flow and small flow angle. In

investigations, where the flow is three dimensional and flow angle is large, the second method is

adopted for measuring the flow angle.

Measurement of the flow direction by the second method.is based on the fact that bthe fraction of

total pressure of the flow field sensed by the pressure probes depends on the angle of incidence

of the tlow with the plane of the probe hole.

It is a maximum when the flow is normal to the plane of the probe hole and a minimum when

parallel to it. Based on this philosophy, a multitude of probe with holes of different angles of

inclination with flow direction is employed to measure the flow angle, which is called the yaw
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meter. The sensitivity of the probe to "yaw" depends on the probes apex angle. In incompressible.

flow, the sensitivity of the yawmeter can be expressed as.

S('l') = (PI - Pz) I [ (H - P) 'l' ] (I)

where PI and Pz are the pressure recorded in the tube. "H" is the total pressure recorded by the

total head tube of the yaw meter, P is the atmospheric pressure and 'l' is the an~le of the yaw

meter, with respect to the flow direction. The magnitude of the pressure difference D.P= PI - Pz ,

which can be detected by the probe and the accuracy with which it can be measured, as these

together determine the resolution attainable in the flow direction.

The smallest change of the flow angle which can be detected by a yaw meter system can be

.expressed by the equation,

where D.Pm,,, is the minimum pressure difference that can be read on the manometer and S('I') is

the yaw meter sensitivity [60].

In the present investigation, a multitube (3 tube) yaw meter made from stainless steel tube of 0.81

mm outside diameter and 0.5 mm inside diameter with the apex angle of 700 is used as shown in

Figure B 1. The Furness Control. pressure transducer used in the measurement could read

pressure up to an accuracy. I mm of water in the experimental range. Microsoft Excel Softwarc

is also used for data recording. The yaw meter in the present system, thus, could read up to an

angle bettcr than 0.020 at an air speed 10 m/s. This lower limit of resolution is adequate for

present measurement.
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Figure-Bl: 3D view of the yaw meter probes

B.2 Calibration of Yaw mete I';

When a 3-tube yaw meter is placed in a flow field, the pressures recorded by different sensing

tubes vary with varies with the flow direction. If P,. Pz, and p} are the pressures recorded by the

four compared tubes and the total I1ead tube respectively (Figure B2), then the flow angle 0-

(angle in the vertical x/y plane) can be found to be the function of ratio

During the process of calibration, the yawmeter is placed in the calibration rig at certain angle

within :t 25° with the flow direction. The velocity of the flow is maintained constant, yawmeter's
angular position is varied.

For .each angular position of the yawmeter, the pressure connections of the three tubes arc

selected with the help of a selector switch. The pressure ratio, (P, - Pz) .;. (p} _ (P, ~ P})/2) is

plolted against angular position 8 in Figure F3.

The calibration curve thus obtained shows a small deviation from the pastern equation (J). That

the straight line did not pass through the origin but made a negative intercept on the vertical axis.

This is attributed to the asymmetry of the placement of the compared tubes during fabrication.
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Figurc- B3: Calibration curve for the yawmclcr
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APPENDIX- C
Pressure transducer

Pressure transducers replace the conventional liquid column manometer used for pressure
measurements. Pressure transducers convert the pressure into some equivalent electrical signals.
Transducer's electronic circuits respond to pressure variations by the change of some resistance,
capacitance or inductance, which is recorded in the form of voltagc or current. The magnitude of
the pressure is obtained from the calibrated pattern of the output signal of the transducer.

A pressure transducer basically consists of two closed chambers separated by common
diaphragm. A pressure differential created- between the chambers deflects the diaphnigm. The
deflection or strain thus produced is used to generate a suitable output signal.

In the electrical resistance type pressure transducer, a strain gage is fitted to the diaphragm to
sense the pressure. The corresponding change in resistance in the gage due to the strain in t!le
diaphragm is recorded by a galvanometer through the use of a 'wheat-stone type of bridge, which
gives the information about the applied pressure.

A capacitance type pressure transducer, the deflection of the diaphragm is utilized to vary the
volume of a closed space thereby to cause the change of capacitance in a circuit. The capacitor's
responsc is picked up by a suitable output device via a suitable bridge circuit, giving a measure
of the pressure.

The inductance type pressure transducer consists of a primary coil, magnetic core and a
secondary coil. An alternating input voltage is impressed upon in the primary coil. The output> voltage of the secondary coil depends on the inductive coupling between the core ends the coils,
which is, in turn dependent on the relative position of the coils. Thus, the output voltage gives an
indication of the pressure applied at the diaphragm.

Capacitance type pressure transducer is used Iil the present experiments, in which the output
signal is obtained on a voltmeter dial graduated directly in mm of water. There are five different
ranges of the scale_ (10, 3D, 100,300 and 1000 mm) and the output voltage is to vary linearly
with pressure, the magnitude being 1.0 volt for full scale deflections in all ranges.
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